CALLS FOR
102
SERVICE
WATCH COMMANDER: Welker

REPORTS
WRITTEN

5

TRAFFIC STOPS

21

BAKER ACTS

TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

SUMMARY

Shoplifter

19-38826

Palm Coast Pkwy

Drunk
Driver

19-38858

Pine Lakes and
Whitemill Dr

Traffic Stop

19-38882

PCP and Old
Kings Rd

Warrant
Service

19-38934

County Road 305
at County Road
90

Male in store who took items to the dressing room and concealed
them under his sweatshirt. Loss prevention agent watch the
suspect throughout the store and made contact after the suspect
passed all points of sale. Male taken into custody and transported
to the FCIF without incident. Report made Deputy Jackson.
While driving on White Mill Drive, Deputy Ocampo observed a
vehicle approaching in the opposite direction lose control in front
of him and spin out. The vehicle then made a U-turn and began
traveling in the other direction. A Traffic stop was conducted on the
vehicle and upon LEO approach of the vehicle, a very strong odor of
alcoholic beverage was emitting from the vehicle and driver. Field
sobriety exercises were conducted and the driver was eventually
taken into custody and charged with his 4th DUI and driving while
license suspended. He was transported to the FCIF where he agreed
to give a sample of his breath. His results were .227 and .215.
Report made Deputy Ocampo
Vehicle stop on a red car with an expired tag. Driver taken into
custody and charged with DWLS. He also had an active warrant out
of Broward county. Warrant confirmed through dispatch TTY. Male
transported to the FCIF without incident. Report made Deputy
Capela
Deputy J. Taylor stopped out with a suspicious person walking on
CR 305 at 2:50am. After the male was identified, it was determined
that he had an active Volusia County warrant for failure to appear
for the charge of carrying a concealed weapon. The warrant was
confirmed and S1 was arrested and transported to the FCDF
without incident.
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